Athletic Association Under N.R.A.

Dr. Chapin To Make Stratosphere Flight

The text meeting of the A.I.T.A. Northern New England section, on to be held in the basement of the Lowell Textile Institute Powerhouse will be of special interest to physical educators and the public.

Harold D. Chapin will take off for the finest Venetian where he hopes to prove the validity of his theory of Angular displacement of Oddiary X-rays.

Dressed simply in his famous slacks, black tie, white shirt, and spring foot rubber tied shoes made especially for this experiment and warning

in from coddle about his neck histo-
as of which his movements may be electronically controlled. Dr. Chapin will be helped into a specially prepared radio kiosk while which was designed and constructed by the Juglum Chemists of the Institute.

After the box is hermetically sealed it will be shot out of the Powerhouse chimney by a charge of explosive especially prepared by Dr. Chapin's admirers under the direction of Dr. Beatty.

The bomb will be controlled by A. Edwin Wells through a radio.

Jest Thinking

(To the freshman class and their instructors)

Elisha, after trying to do a few un-
knowns in seriously thinking of be-
coming an Engineer . . . The Chairman looks at the list. . . . But Elisha is going to try his hand in the printing . . . is going to have another Sketch Club . . . Per-
haps a Sketch Club should be formed for the Engineers . . . The Pickford is only $3.00 this year, reduced from the previous price of $3.00. It is worth while the money and if you like to

laugh at pictures as well as jokes and

laughs at yourself when you see your

post card for the year, take an interest

in your money now . . . The Pickford

board guarantees that after reading its

publication you will easily forget that

you are a misanthrope.

Optimistically yours,

ROUGHPORT.

—

PLANETS ARE FAVORABLE TO A DAUGHTER

16407 Kimbrough Street

RICH BLOGE WATER, OHIO

DEAR MAMMA:

In reply to the questions concern-
ing your daughter, I hasten to inform

you of the following:

Although your daughter was born

under the sign of the Dragon to

Your Serene Highness, the Crab; Mrs.

Hastings and Mr. E. Brown are also

ruled by this sign.

Chris. But

her horoscope indicates that

her destiny is determined by the

Retro-Geodetic-Mayor star, signified by Leo, the Lion.

By careful calculation, astronomers

cannot see the sign of

your daughter's horoscope without

understanding what

I have to say about the

occisation.

A daughter can be ruled by people born in the third quarter

of the sixth month of Taurus, the bull

下手.

2. Her lucky days will be the first,

second and third after the third and

second great grand slam made at Mrs.

Hickok's bridge party.

3. In other words, she will
dabble in geometry. The stars were a bit hairy but I think it will be
gold.

4. She should avoid mental strain

even to the third trimester in the

third month as the Lion opposes her
sign.

5. She will carry on much of her

social life while under the influence

of White Male, the corn moon and

the moon.

6. If she is married and

shoved into a corner, then she would

end up in the domination of Pisces, the fish.

7. She should beware of men

named Smith, Jones, and Moore.

8. Her judgment shall become

accurate after finding a strange Fraud

that is on her path, and she will

forget whether he said Cord or Ford.

9. These predictions are based on

the movements of the British Stock

Exchange, Sears Roebuck and the

graph.

Yours truly,

THORNA LANTON

Miss Ruth Pfeifer, registrar at L.T.A.

was confining her Xerxes dairy

hen, Bennie Thompson, about the qual-

ity of the milk.

1. After we took, our skin, short,

shaved grass feed at this time of the rain-

ing Bennie with a broad grin,

"Them's my own, ma'am, those cows

are just as sorry about it as I am.

I often stands and watches them

wade, regular crimp, malnourished,

because they feel that their milk don't

do them good. You don't believe it?"

"I can readily credit your state-

ment, young man," cutily replied our

registrar.

2. "A swimming pool. The pres-

ent pool is the only one in Lawrence, as

two feet of water are insufficient in

which to dive.

K. F. "A radio station where you

can listen to sweet music. Long may

the radio waves.

A. Stewart: "Have girls. Why

should Lowell girls go to a boarding

school when we have a very complete

course in swimming here. (Taken from

the Pickford of 1924). A. B. is the only

one that got his wish.

Things Most Needed At Lowell Tex.

The inspiring reporter—in front of

L.T.A.

Question: What does L.T.A. need

most, C. M.?

"Soup. For some time now the

school has had no soup!"

2. "A swimming pool. The pres-

ent pool is the only one in Lawrence, as

two feet of water are insufficient in

which to dive."

K. F. "A radio station where you

can listen to sweet music. Long may

the radio waves."

A. Stewart: "Have girls. Why

should Lowell girls go to a boarding

school when we have a very complete

course in swimming here. (Taken from

the Pickford of 1924). A. B. is the only

one that got his wish."

Adopts as its motto “We Do Our Part”
The average student replies,

“We Say You Do!”

Everyone has a drastic cut.

Has the A. A. reduced the Athletic Fee?

“Ne! No! No! Ne! No! No!”

The “Unemployed” must be kept in physical condition and must be allowed to see the world versus anyone else who are doing their best to give their sons an education.

Hasn’t you ever thought that your fifteen dollars allow the chosen few to dance while you work?—for $3,000 of your good money has been spent in the last fifteen years. What have you got to show for it.—"Memories, dreams, hopes of long ago."

You have to join the game you may see the world—en-

roll as an athlete at Textile and you’ll see all the baroque shows on Irving Place, learn to play “Red Dog” and attend classes when convenient. Be a star! Get your picture in the paper! (Be sure to cut out these clippings to show to your "Biff" and to prove to them what a great man you are when you “then thru college.”)

A Textile Tragedy

By Energine Oatmeal

“Jack,” she smiled, while beating the cans with her hand and potato masher, “The baby is dead.”

But Jack did not hear her, for he had cut his throat instead of his heart and been from the chandeliers, slowly rotting.

“Mary Ann,” cried Anthracite, to the Bus Conductor who had just crashed out of Jack’s gin bottle, “Don’t you think Mr. Slimmer-Bummer-Wadum-What’s-

name’s new coat hamper in simple-

dively exciting?”

But the long, green monster did not answer as his ear-

nervousness was lost. Jack opened violently, saying that he had been paid his last year’s (ago last year) money.

“T’s a helluva world,” retorted Green-

doluy in her squeaky ban, as she

stood by the window and watched last year’s beholders flittering towards the street, ninety-eight stories below.

“Aim?” parred the cackling who had just emerged drunk and curvy from a mug of soda.

“An after dinner drink, matching up her Sunday goods and chasing the cackling through the New York Stock Exchange. It looks like a touchdown, folkies. Now, I’m following the wrong man.”

(Continued on page 7)
THE TEXT

A Textile Tragedy

(Continued from page 1)

Three men were running ahead. When the King of Italy, heard that the war was in Europe, he invited into his four thousand men, and he was inviting about three miles from the city. "It was an inspiring sight, to see them roll in arms, down the Grand Canyon."

"I wish I could return to a scene as peaceful as this. When he asked, he was given a French oven, thanks from the chair for the ride courses.

The tablet then introduced the speaker of the day. Herrman Brown spoke on the latest advances in the industry. I thought it was wonderful. What a wonderful breed the frog, when he is killed, he must be kept alive.

I'm surprised to see a frog in the diamond. I thought I was here. I can see that.

Rest: "You had better protect your overcoat from marks during the day."

Whatston: "Oh, I don't think mother will bother it."

States: (Reading it): "How about the golf treats?"

Two men had called the night before and were campers putting." "My wife is calling the regular rings. We argued for hours. Where did you get it?"

"How can I check me in a cupboard?"

"And when did you do it?"

"Let's go out. We must leave any influence on his body."

John Berg's house was a fine, "It's made of wood on the site of Oregon shoes."

Bala: "What is it?"

Took it easy."

He forced the rails to all branches in memory of the departed favorites. Several standard colors had disappeared. He proposed that the colors be all trimmed in memory of the departed favorites. Several impatient youths had left him to stand outside and throw his coat. "Great Order!" shouted the chair. "Chicken sandwich and jazz," replied astonished Ed. He was removed.

THE TEXT

Not Like Home Cooking but Everything Served is Really Home-Made and the Prices Are the Lowest in Lowell

Renaissance Restaurant

24 Middle Street

LOWELL TEXTILE INSTITUTE

Four-Year Degree Courses in

Chemistry and Textile Coloring—Textile Engineering

Associate Degree in Textile Chemistry and B. T. E. (Bachelor of Textile Engineering) minors for completion of prescribed four-year courses.

Three-Year Diploma Courses in

Cotton Manufacturing, Textile Designing.

Scientific and practical training in all processes of textile manufacture including all commercial phases.

Certified graduates of High Schools and Academies admitted without examination.

For catalogue address Charles H. Wynn, S. E. President, Lowell, Mass.
that a hard wooden surface is quite an uncomfortable bed to doze off on, Ray and Dave suggested plum seats at the North Station in the H. & M., wherein that worthy (B. & M.) gets mad and tells them to hurl and hound. Page Stewart!

****

In the wilds of the highlands there's no fear of a fair maiden
If this is poetic license, blame it on Spring — no quan the Peasants. If this is any criterion of the days to come, then use your own judgment.

****

Mac Pivnick is dissatisfied with women in general. So far, he is torn between two loves, and yet he is not satisfied. Yet what does satisfaction mean in your case, Mac?

****

Bernet Berg never comes to satiety with one helping of everything. Thirds and fourths are the usual numh or he partakes of. In regards to the women, nothing much has been uncovered — Oh, no!!

**OMICRON PI**

**Pink Issue.**

Let's go in Winterfell.

Suppose you knew Winterfell, you saw home along about Wednesday night each week now. Who said

G. E. Prince & Son, Inc.

Stationers

100 Merrimack St. Lowell

**DELTA KAPPA PHI**

"Freddie" Cappell is the only member of the fraternity who has been wearing a cherry to school lately and (as yet) he has had no trouble with waywardBewolves. We wonder what became of Hermie's derby.

"Winkle" Ingraham and "Sailor" Cook must have been right at home in that poker. That's nothing it is a little.

**TEXTILE LUNCH**

"Price W. Pature Quality and Service 734 Moody St.

**THE TEXT**

FRATERNITIES

SIGMA OMEGA PSI

Imagene Cowan’s embarrassment when Eddie unexpectedly asked him for the milk the other day

**Winkle** Steinburg and Josephus Shain have to diddle. Their diddle and daddle at dabling in order to diddle and daddle, but just what they diddle about I've yet to know me.

Ray Cowan and David Landre found

G. E. Prince & Son, Inc.

Stationers

100 Merrimack St. Lowell

**NO LOOSE ENDS**

Round

Firm

Fully packed

Always the Finest Tobacco and only the Center Leaves

October, 1924, The American Tobacco Company

The Cream of the Crop The milder, smoother tobaccos

NOT the top leaves — why they're underdeveloped — they are harsh!
NOT the bottom leaves — why they're inferior in quality — scarce and always weak!

Every Lucky Strike is made from the finest tobacco and only the center leaves. Not the top leaves — because those are under-developed — too tough. They would give a harsh smoke. Not the bottom leaves — because those are inferior in quality. They grow close to the ground, and are tough, coarse and always sandy. The center leaves are the mildest leaves, for which farmers are paid higher prices. Only these center leaves are used in making Luckies, the fully packed cigarette — no round, no firm — free from coarse ends. That's why Luckies draw easily, burn evenly. And remember — "It's toasted" — for throat protection — for finer taste.

Direct from the Metropolitan Opera House — Saturday at 1:00 P. M., Eastern Standard Time, eastern and older time. Networks of NBC Lucky Strike will broadcast the Metropolitan Opera Company of New York in the complete Opera, "Nuria dell'Almamegna".

NOT the top leaves — why they're underdeveloped — they are harsh!
A Soliliquy

By Dave Fox

Last night I held a little hand
So small and yet so neat;
I knew my hand did tremble here,
For my heart did throb with joy.
No other hand in my soul
Could render friendship finer
Than that I held before me—
Four seen and three times.

A FRESHMAN'S DREAM

During the Week Exam Period

Now I lay me down to rest,
Before tomorrow's load,
I pray the Lord my soul to keep,
If I should die before I wake,
Thank God, I'll have no test to take.

Gardiner Bridges was about to start
Leaving. He wrote to a prominent
Wiley firm as follows:

"Dear Sir: Please send me one of
your best ranges, for which I enclose
check in order of three dollars.
"P. S. I've forgotten the money
order for three dollars, but do doubt
five of your standing will send one
hour very cheerfully."

This is what he received: "We see
an advertisement in your newspaper
not take pleasure in sending the range
which we trust you will like.
"P. S. We have forgotten the race
bet no doubt that a young man will
your check won't lead one."